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SAFETYSPOT With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer

This month’s theme, if we have 
one, can be encompassed in the 
word INSPECTABILITY. I’m going 
to look at a couple of examples 

where poor design has lead to problems but, 
while I’m in a chatty mood let’s discuss the 
Christmas Quiz.

The aviation industry has, like many, evolved. 
Nobody, for example, in 1918 as the Great War 
finally drew to a close and the first glimmers 
of civilian aviation began to be seen, could 
have said, “Right chaps, I’m going to invent 
the British Civil Airworthiness Requirements.” 
[Scratching his head] “Hmmm, better make 
sure I sort out the rules for wirelocking bolts. 
What happens when I...?”  

No person could possibly have imagined 
every single requirement or predicted every 

possible failure event. Some things are obvious. 
If you go the wrong way around a roundabout (I 
have, in France, just as I left the ferry!) there is a 
good chance that there will be a safety event (in 
my case, luckily, the only event was vascular and 
involved my cheeks!). 

Each new situation brings its own set of 
problems, some will have been seen before, 

others come out of the shadows with the sole 
intention of making fools of us. Many of the 
solutions are obvious... after the event. 

I am guessing here but I would lay a fair sized 
bet that quite a few propellers came off before 
the need to wirelock the attachment bolts was 
established. I bet quite a few different methods 
were tried before a ‘correct’ method was found. 

In other words, common practice evolves using 
the same basic rules first established (discovered) 
by Charles Darwin in the late 19th century: 
Survival of the Fittest. In biology, ‘fitness’ has a 
specific meaning and it’s not necessarily obvious 
which particular species possess this strange 
attribute.

The reason that I got a bit hot under the collar 
when a member showed me the example of a 
control fork end was that it was obviously not fit 

for purpose (the subject of the Christmas Quiz, 
Light Aviation Dec 08, and pictured again above). 
You wouldn’t get this sort of engineering standard 
in a child’s pedal car, let alone in a pre-assembled 
state within an aircraft kit.  

Firstly, why was it pre-assembled? Er, I thought 
the idea of a kit was that the aircraft was 
essentially built by the owner, isn’t that the idea?

This, in itself, smells a bit fishy and our Chief 
Inspector is investigating. I will say here that I 
do not believe that this aircraft would have ever 
flown with that assembly put together like this. 
The LAA Field Inspector would have picked it up 
for sure or, as was the case with this example, the 
owner got in touch with us to find out what was 
going on.

So what about this control fork sub-assembly?      
Here is Mike Speer’s list, with a few comments 

from me in brackets):

1 Crushed Fork, not sufficiently shimmed.  
(This is the first thing that ‘shines’ out at you. Apart 
from the fact that only small parts of the shim’s 
radius will be in contact with inner face of the fork 
end, this fork is under constant stress. Regular 
readers will know what high levels of stress in 
moving components will eventually lead to.)

2 Fork End Drilled Off-Centre.  
(Apart from looking amateur, loads need to be 
routed appropriately through a part. Mis-drilling 
may force loads through strange paths and can act 
as a load magnifier leading to premature failure.)

3 Assembly was not de-burred.  
(Apart from burrs being dangerous to maintenance 
engineers, they can be associated with small 
surface defects which act as stress raisers.)

4 Assembly Badly Scratched/Damaged. 
(Scratches in the surface of many materials, 
especially aluminium alloys, not only act as 
stress raisers but can serve as a starting point for 
corrosion. Couple this with stress and you can get 
dangerous internal corrosion which cannot be seen 
until the component fails!)

5 Nut is Threadbound, Bolt Shank Too Long. 
(From the picture I agree that it does look that way 
although, and sorry I don’t have the assembly 
to check, these bolts may even be screws. For 
the sake of a few quid, I cannot see the point of 
compromising quality in a primary control system 
by using commercial quality bolts even if they are of 
appropriate strength.)

6 Tube is Rough Cut.  
(Again, most of the entries submitted by readers  

 
included this item in their answers.)

7 Rivets Badly Installed.  
(This is difficult when pulling down on convex 
surfaces but can be achieved with practice.)

8 Corrosion Protection Falling Off.  
(I suspect that the reason for this is that the tube 
itself wasn’t de-greased properly. Actually, I 
don’t like paint finishes which are thick enough 
to hide cracks. One of the good things about acid 
etch type primers is that they provide reasonable 
corrosion protection but are thin enough to see 
through).

Mike goes on to talk about the assembly 
standard required when he built his MW6 
which uses similar fittings. Mike Whittaker’s 
design calls for these end fittings to be bonded, 
in addition to rivets. 

There are a few aircraft out there with control 
rods that have this sort of end fitting. Rivets 
here need inspecting carefully and any sign of 
looseness must be investigated.  

And the winner is...
HERE’S the moment that you’ve all 
been waiting for – the results of the 
LAA’s Christmas ‘Engineering Quiz’! 
You can see from the picture that many 
hours of careful deliberation were 
required by both the esteemed Chair 
of the EC Technical Sub-Committee and 
active member of the Airworthiness 
Review Group, Barry Plumb, right, 

and the LAA’s Chief Inspector (also a 
Review Group member), Ken Craigie.  

OK, it’s difficult to ‘see’ time in a 
picture so you will have to believe me 
when I report that it was a close thing.  

Well done to Mike Speers who 
correctly listed all eight of the 
problems that our team had identified 
(and had, like many of the entries, 

made a few other comments!). If you 
haven’t received it yet Mike, your 
voucher for forty quid to spend in the 
LAA shop is ‘in the post’. Honest.  

Thank you to all who entered, I didn’t 
receive any silly entries, and it really 
was difficult to pick a winner. I will 
discuss this particular item in more 
detail below.

‘Apart from burrs being dangerous to 
maintenance engineers, they can be  

associated with small surface defects which  
act as stress raisers’

‘Right chaps, I’m going 
to invent the British 
Civil Airworthiness 
Requirements. What 

happens if...’
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Control failures are a rare thing, 
thank goodness, but perhaps to 
remind us that Murphy still exists, 
there have been two recent events 

where primary controls have failed. 
Last month’s Safety Spot featured an RAF 

2000 gyroplane rudder cable failure and the 
LAA has been investigating the worrying failure 
of an elevator control system during a take-off. 
This incident befell a Jabiru 450 UL back last 
year.

In both cases, the system was difficult to 
inspect. Problems, which really should have 
been found during a walk-round inspection, 
were not even discovered during the aircraft’s 
annual check. 

Well, as always seems to be the case just as 
I am writing this, the two incidents have now 
become three and, well, let me explain what 
happened.

The reason why the RAF 2000 rudder cable 
failed was that it was impossible to inspect. 
In short, it was a silly design because a 
component, critical to safety, was designed so 
that it could not be easily examined. The cable 
was hidden inside the machine’s tail boom, not 
in itself unusual but, in this design, the cable 
was manufactured so that the cable itself was 
enclosed within an outer (a bit like the Bowden 
cable used on bicycle brakes), and then 
both ends were permanently crimped using 
Nicopress-like ferrules.  

The LAA doesn’t clear new design gyroplanes; 
that is the direct responsibility of the UK CAA, 
but watch this space for further inspection 
requirements, and perhaps modifications, to 
this gyroplane.

The Jabiru UL 450 is a two-seat, side-by-side, 
high-wing, strut-braced monoplane, designed 
to be kit-built to meet the UK’s microlight 
requirements.

The owner of the aircraft in question is an  
ex-RAF QFI. He bought the aircraft with “about 
40 hours on the clock”, the aircraft having 
been originally built from a kit in 2004.  The 
owner was collecting the aircraft from a 
maintenance organisation, having successfully 
completed its annual Permit to Fly inspection.

There were a number of issues regarding 
the general standard of the aircraft which 
were put right. One important issue was that 
the inspector found that the elevator did not 
have the required up movement. The owner 
commented that he did feel that he would 
have liked a “bit more during the flare” but, 
having had no previous experience on the 
type, accepted this apparent nose heaviness 
as normal. He was pleased that the inspector 
adjusted the elevator drive rod end and was 
looking forward to being able to demonstrate a 
better landing.

Complete with a signed-off Permit Renewal 
form, the owner started the engine beginning 
his journey home and taxied out to the main 

runway. Here is the story in the pilot’s own words 
(I’ve changed a few things to provide anonymity): 

“I arrived at the airfield to collect the aircraft 
and spent some time with the inspector filling 
some holes in my knowledge. Then, after 
completing all the checks, I noted a slight 
starboard crosswind and set off. As the speed 
reached rotate, I eased back on the joystick and 
prepared for a small amount of right rudder. The 
nose was not lifting – check ASI – give an extra 
five knots – still no lift of the nose –ABORT.

“Having stopped with plenty of room to spare, I 
turned and back-tracked.  As I taxied towards the 
hangar, I checked the elevator movement and, by 
looking through the rear window, I could see the 
control surface moving normally. 

“When parked and shut down, I checked normal 
control movement – all ok.  Then, I asked the 
inspector to try to move the elevator against my 
holding the joystick aft.  He could move it with no 

pressure felt by myself.”  
It didn’t take long to find the problem, the 

rear outer fixing of the Teleflex, a simple clamp 
arrangement, had come adrift. After some 
comprehensive digging, we’ve found out what 
appears to have happened here, so let us examine 
the pertinent bits a little more closely.

After a close inspection of the outer portion of 
the cable and the clamp, it was noted that the 
male securing lug (this is a simple pressing) had 
almost certainly never been fitted correctly. The 
lug, pressed into the clamp, was not located into 
the recess machined into the cable outer. 

This, fundamentally, meant that the outer cable 
clamping relied on friction alone – which wasn’t 
enough and, after a time the outer started to 
slip. This had the effect of altering the control 
surface (elevator) range of movement. As soon as 
something starts to slip, it starts to wear and the 
situation gets worse eventually leading to failure. 
This is a big time failure in a number of ways and 
we’re lucky that the clamp didn’t ‘let go’ turning 
finals. It doesn’t bear thinking about.

So, let’s look at some of the failure nodes. 
Firstly, all primary controls require duplicate 

inspections. Remember, a duplicate inspection 
is not a cursory look, it’s a proper inspection 
which carries the same weight as the primary 
inspection. In fact, there is no reason why the 
duplicate inspection shouldn’t be done first. 

The LAA allows the builder to do the duplicate 
or the primary inspection and that doesn’t mean, 
“Oh yes, I assembled this so it must be ok”. It 
means check it out again. Why, you may ask, am 
I whining on about this?  Well, this aircraft had 

‘I asked the inspector to move the elevator against 
my holding the joystick aft. He could move it with  

no pressure felt by myself’ had at least eight inspections before the owner 
reported the lack of elevator authority. The fact 
that the cable was fitted incorrectly and was 
missed on each of these inspections, to my mind, 
borders on the incredible.

There is a big lesson (perhaps better described 
as a reminder) here too. If something changes in 
a system – whatever the change, whatever the 
system – check it out thoroughly.  

In this example, the inspection team should 
have established why there wasn’t enough up 
elevator. It may be that the elevator was never 
correctly rigged but I would have doubted this. 
It’s very frustrating running out of elevator and 
it’s not the sort of thing a pilot would put up 
with for four years and the nearly 100 hours this 
aircraft had operated.

Was this purely an inspection failure? Strictly 
speaking, I suppose, yes. But poor design, as so 
often the case, has played its part in this story. 
This attachment is very difficult to see to inspect 
and poor inspectability is not a good design 
feature in a sports aeroplane.  

The elevator cable is routed through the 
fuselage during aircraft assembly when the 
fuselage is still in two halves (which makes it 
more upsetting that this was missed during the 
assembly – it’s really easy to see at this stage). 
After the fuselage is glued together, the only way 
that this cable attachment can be inspected is 
with a torch and a mirror – not good.

As you all know by now, the LAA has regular 
Airworthiness Review Group meetings where 
action about safety events is discussed. This 
event was discussed and it was agreed that a 
Safety Spot article plus a few ‘Chief Inspector’ 
type letters would suffice (as our local CAA 

Surveyor would say, “A JSL – Jolly Stiff Letter!). 
I have already mentioned that another report of 

an elevator cable failure arrived on my desk. This 
time, the failure occurred at the front end (by the 
joystick) and, as we have learnt is generally the 
case, it looks as if there was more than one factor.

In this case it is looking like, in addition to the 
inspection drop off with the in situ check, the 
actual part looks to be defective. The lug appears 
not to have been pressed into the clamp anything 
like deep enough. Witness marks indicate that the 
part was fitted correctly and the pilot had no prior 
notice of a problem. The pilot said that the control 
“suddenly felt ‘different’ during the full and free 
check before take-off.”  

There was some embarrassment all round as 

the owner had just fitted a new carpet and 
didn’t want to lift it during the annual renewal 
inspection. That’s a bit like the issue I talked 
about a couple of years ago where an owner 
refused to oil his aileron hinges because 
the oil would ‘spoil the new paint job’. Just 
as the previous incident flagged-up lack of 
inspectability being an issue, so does this 
example – another torch and mirror job.

I have spoken to all concerned and will try 
to establish how a defective part could be 
fitted to a primary control system. I expect 
Ken will be writing a couple of JSLs and I am 
in communication with the manufacturer to 
see whether we can do anything about the 
inspectability of this important component.

The offending Teleflex cable components.

The front elevator cable fixing (arrowed) is inside the Jabiru’s centre console and difficult to inspect.

Jabiru two-seater similar to the 
one talked about here.Control failures

Rare, but two recent events come back to the issue 
of ‘inspectability’
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Aileron
wind
damage
... and a cheap and 
simple way to protect 
against wind gusts

We are living through difficult 
times as, yet again, our country 
is plunged into a recession. This 
is not the place to discuss the 

reasons for this apparently regular feature of 
the UK economy so, all I will say about it, is 
that I hope that you are not too badly affected. 
The LAA is the natural home for inexpensive 
aviation and we are working hard here at LAA 
HQ to keep your costs down. Remember, you 
cannot cut corners in aviation but there may be 
cheaper ways of doing things.

Talking about cheap ideas, how about a great 
tip from Mathieu Heintz, boss of US aircraft 
manufacturers AMD – Aircraft Manufacturing 
and Design. Mathieu explained that an AMD 
customer had reported considerable damage 
to the airframe caused essentially by parking 
the aircraft with its tail into the wind. A strong 
gust forced the aileron up and some of the 
resulting damage can be seen in the picture.  

Naturally, this aircraft was grounded until 
a full inspection and some expensive repairs 
were carried out. Remember, aircraft are 
designed to meet air masses head on so bear 
this in mind when parking your machine. One 
of the things that you should be looking for 
during your pre-flight walk-round is this sort of 
damage – you wouldn’t see it without moving 
the aileron.

This damage is similar to what used to called 
‘Hangar Rash’. The problem is that if somebody 

And finally... designer spat

Homemade ‘tennis ball’ aileron lock to prevent gust damage (see below). 

Damage caused to the wing by the aileron control rod after a gust of wind from behind.

One last thing along the lines 
of inspectability... it’s not 
just aircraft designers who 
get it wrong. 

Roger Lewis of ST Aviation, 
the Jabiru specialists, sent 
me a great set of pictures of  
an owner designed ‘fairing’ 
around an undercarriage leg.

Looks great but how do you 
check the undercarriage and 
its attachments? 

damages an aircraft whilst it’s parked, it is often 
difficult to own up. That’s why I like the idea of a 
Daily Inspection using a checklist of ‘must check’ 
items. Gliding clubs use this system and it’s a 

great idea, especially for group-owned aircraft.
I really like the tennis ball idea!  Thanks must 

go to Mathieu for passing on a great tip.
 As always, fair winds.
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